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Computer Assisted Content Analysis of the print press coverage of 
corruption in Romania 

 

 

 

 

1. The analysed media 

 

Four national newspapers were selected for the present study: România Liberă (RL), Jurnalul Național 

(JN), Libertatea (L) and Ziarul Financiar (ZF). We chose, in equal measure, quality/citizen oriented 

newspapers (România Liberă and Jurnalul Național, Ziarul Financiar), and popular media/consumer 

oriented (Libertatea). Two of these dailies are of general nature (România Liberă, Jurnalul Național), 

one is a tabloid (Libertatea), and one has economic content (Ziarul Financiar). 

România Liberă is a general publication of national coverage. Between 2009 and 2013, it sold an 

average of 30.000-37.000 copies a day (according to the Romanian Bureau of Transmedia Auditing – 

BRAT, 2013). The publication has “a traditionally right-wing orientation […] but it does not shy away 

from addressing the government’s actions in a critical manner”1, and from a competitive standpoint, 

România Liberă struggles for media audiences with other general newspapers in Romania such as 

Adevărul, Evenimentul Zilei or Gândul. 

Jurnalul Național is a national daily newspaper and the most important publication of Intact Holding’s 

media group. From 1993 to the present day, the paper has changed its format, evolving from a tabloid 

to a quality issue. Between 2009 and 2013, the paper circulated about 19.000-26.000 copies a day 

(BRAT, 2013). The publication has a centre-left orientation and supports the Conservative Party 

(which is allied to the Social Democratic Party), founded in 1991 by Intact Trust’s former owner, Dan 

Voiculescu (in 2015, Dan Voiculescu was sentenced to 10 years in prison for corruption). In the period 

under scrutiny, the paper contained a considerable number of defamatory articles that targeted former 

Romanian president, Traian Băsescu. 

                                                
1 Vasiliu, Alina (2011). “Peisajul presei românești” [The landscape of Romanian media], http://ro.ejo-
online.eu/130/libertatea-presei2/peisajul-presei-romanesti, last visited 14-09-2015. 
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Libertatea is a national tabloid and it has been one of the most read Romanian newspapers for over 25 

years. Libertatea is considered to be the first publication to have appeared after 1989. In 2002 it 

established itself as leader in terms of circulation, even achieving annual averages of around 265.000 

copies a day (BRAT). In 2009, the paper ranked second after Click!, with an average of 193.000 copies 

per issue (BRAT). Being a tabloid, Libertatea does not have a clear political orientation. News about 

corruption is scarce and reported in a sensationalist manner. 

Ziarul Financiar is a daily economic newspaper that first appeared on the Romanian market in 1998, 

part of the Media Pro media trust. It lacks a political orientation, and the editorial policy of the trust 

does not influence its content. In 2009-2013, the paper’s daily circulation exceeded 8.000 copies. 

 

2. Most used keywords 

 

From 2009 to 2013, a number of 4.628 news stories, articles, editorials, etc. about corruption appeared 

in the four dailies under scrutiny (România Liberă, Jurnalul Național, Libertatea and Ziarul 

Financiar). The most frequently used words in these newspapers were “corruption”, “bribe” and 

“kickback” (Table 1). The other six terms, such as “embezzlement”, “collusion”, “favouritism”, 

“nepotism”, “clientelism” and “familism” appeared rarely or hardly at all in the news reflecting 

corruption in Romania. The words “corruption”, “bribe” and “kickback” were usually associated with 

the fields of politics, local public administration, justice and sports. Sometimes these terms were used 

to describe the educational and the medical fields. The small number of articles featuring the words 

“embezzlement” or “collusion” might be explained by the fact that these cases are rarely brought 

against those investigated with corruption charges, they rarely appear in court rulings and prosecutors’ 

indictments. Journalists often use these documents when drafting their own news reports on corruption 

cases. The almost complete lack of the words “favouritism”, “nepotism”, “clientelism” and “familism” 

from news on corruption clearly shows that these are not associated with the phenomenon of 

corruption. Family ties are rarely depicted in news stories about corruption. One particular exception 

might be the case of Elena Băsescu, daughter of president Traian Băsescu, who ran for the European 

Parliament elections in 2009. 
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Table 1 - Romania (2009-2013): Recurring keywords (%) 
Keyword N % 

Corruption (corupție)  6.286 51,8 
Bribe (mită)  3.416 28,2 
Kickback (șpagă)  1.640 13,5 
Embezzlement (delapidare) 281 2,3 
Collusion (blat)  270 2,2 
Favouritism (favouritism)  20 0,2 
Nepotism (nepotism)  85 0,7 
Clientelism (clientelism)  77 0,6 
Familism (cumetrie)  58 0,5 
Total 12.133 100,0 

 

3. Most frequent words 

 
The most frequent words that describe corruption in Romania in the four newspapers under scrutiny 

refer especially to the political realm. The word most associated with corruption is “political” (Table 

2). What also appears among the top ten words associated with corruption are “government” and 

“Băsescu”. Associating president Traian Băsescu with corruption can be explained by his frequent 

interventions/speeches whenever sensitive issues regarding large corruption cases emerged. At the 

beginning of his term in office, Traian Băsescu undertook the role of – as he expressed it – “player 

president”, meaning that his interventions were not merely discursive. Băsescu has, on numerous 

occasions, been accused of “tampering with justice”2. The appearance of words such as “Parliament” 

and “Government” in the table highlights, once more, that the boundaries between the three state 

powers (executive, legislative and judiciary) are unclear. There is an interaction, especially between 

“Parliament” and “Justice”, that casts doubt over the actual independence of Romanian justice system. 

Another argument that identifies the relationship between corruption and politics is the fact that two 

governing political parties – Liberal-Democratic Party (PDL) and PSD – appear high up in the table. 

Other keywords associated with corruption refer to administering justice and the consequences thereof. 

For instance, words such as “judge”, “file”, “prosecutor”, “DNA”, “case”, “fact”, “accuse/charge”, etc. 

describe the actors and the instruments they use to initiate, carry out and finalize corruption cases. The 

presence of names such as Adrian Năstase (Romanian Prime-Minister in 2000-2004) and Victor Ponta 

                                                
2 See, for instance, a statement from Mona Pivniceru, president of the Romanian Association of Magistrates, 2009, 
http://www.mediafax.ro/social/pivniceru-basescu-a-intervenit-in-actul-de-justitie-atunci-cand-l-a-smotocit-pe-procurorul-
general-4879948, last visited 14-09-2015. 
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(Romanian Prime-Minister from 2012 to the present day) denotes the association between high-ranking 

politicians and major corruption cases. The Năstase case is a relevant example, as he was twice 

convicted for corruption and served a total of 17 months. Victor Ponta was associated with most 

corruption cases among PSD members because he opted for a defensive or even a supportive stance 

(see the Năstase case) of the party’s corrupt members (since 2010, Ponta was also the PSD’s president). 

 

Table 2 – Romania (2009-2013): Most frequent words in the selected articles 
First part of the table  Second part of the table 

Rank Word N.  Rank Word N. 
1 POLITICAL 7.624  26 POLICE 3.074 
2 CORRUPTION 6.286  27 CONTRACT 3.047 
3 JUDGE 6.234  28 COURT 2.994 
4 FILE 6.197  29 BUCHAREST 2.954 
5 PROSECUTOR 6.107  30 INVESTIGATION/INQUIRY 2.920 
6 GOVERNMENT 5.609  31 PRESIDENT 2.919 

7 DNA (National Anticorruption 
Directorate) 4.976  32 PSD (Social Democratic Party) 2.787 

8 CASE 4.888  33 COUNTRY 2.766 

9 BASESCU (Traian Băsescu, 
President of Romania) 4.581  34 ROMANIA 2.490 

10 FACT 4.561  35 DECLARE 2.426 
11 PUBLIC 4.538  36 FUND 2.351 
12 ACCUSE/CHARGE 4.487  37 DECISION 2.261 

13 PARTY 4.361  38 NASTASE (Adrian Năstase, former 
Prime Minister of Romania) 2.197 

14 BUSINESS 4.049  39 PONTA (Victor Ponta, Prime 
Minister of Romania) 2.106 

15 PARLIAMENT 3.812  40 COURT 2.058 
16 JUSTICE 3.781  41 STATE 2.003 
17 STATE 3.670  42 EUROPEAN 1.784 
18 LAW 3.464  43 CAUSE 1.775 
19 BRIBE 3.416  44 PRESIDENT 1.774 
20 PDL (Liberal Democratic Party) 3.383  45 CHIEF/HEAD 1.772 
21 PENAL/CRIMINAL 3.329  46 RECEIVE 1.726 

22 LEI (Romania's national 
currency) 3.280  47 COUNCIL 1.714 

23 MONEY 3.219  48 MONEY 1.687 
24 ARREST 3.125  49 STATEMENT 1.673 
25 NATIONAL 3.094  50 ANTI-CORRUPTION 1.652 

 
The terms most commonly associated with “corruption” represent three important domains: politics, 

sports and the economy. Only a small percentage of the names mentioned in Table 3 represent people 

who are active in the judiciary. Traian Băsescu, Adrian Năstase and Victor Ponta are the political actors 

that appear most in the news about corruption in the four analyzed newspapers.  
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Traian Băsescu, as president of Romania, is present through the usually critical statements he made 

towards the judiciary or through the statements of opposition members claiming that he politicized the 

justice system. Adrian Năstase, former Prime-Minister or Romania, appeared in the news which 

presented incriminating details from the case for which he was sentenced to six years in prison, but 

released after  one year and five months. Victor Ponta, Prime-Minister of Romania and PSD president, 

is mentioned in the press especially because of his soft stance on party members trailed or convicted for 

corruption. Another politician, also a businessman who invested important amounts of money in the 

Steaua football team, and who appears on top in the table below, is George Becali. He was sentenced in 

May 2013 for offering a bribe in the “Suitcase case”.  

Other spectacular cases of corruption refer to Elena Udrea, former minister of Regional Development 

and Tourism. Her name appears in several criminal investigations dealing with misconduct while in 

office. In 2015, she lost her MP status after she was indicted for bribe taking in two important cases: 

the “Bute Gala” and “Microsoft case”. Her name is associated with former Romanian president, Traian 

Băsescu, since the general claim is that he supported and promoted her in the political realm – a fact 

which was later acknowledged by Băsescu himself.  

Dan Voiculescu, former Senator, is another relevant name on this list. He exerts control – without 

being the actual legal owner – over Intact, one of the most important media trusts in Romania, which 

also represents the media bullhorn of the PSD. In 2014, Voiculescu was sentenced to 10 years in prison 

for money laundering in the privatization process of the Food Research Institute.  

It must be noted that important international names associated with corruption are missing from this 

table. The number of foreign news stories about corruption is extremely low compared to national 

stories. In fact, the weight of foreign news stories in the total news in Romania is light, and the topics 

tackled are related to war or conflict areas where Romanian troops are present, decisions of European 

institutions that affect Romania or entertainment/celebrities. 
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Table 3 - Romania (2009-2013): Most frequent words: people’s family names 

Rank Family Names Frequency National/Inter
national Kind of actor 

1 BASESCU (Traian Basescu, President of Romania) 4.581 National 
Head of 
state/Government 
representative 

2 NASTASE (Adrian Nastase, Vice-president of the 
Chamber of Deputies) 2.197 National 

Head of 
state/Government 
representative 

3 PONTA (Victor Ponta, President of the Social 
Democratic Party; Prime Minister of Romania) 2.106 National Politician 

4 BOC (Emil Boc, Prime Minister of Romania; Mayor of 
Cluj-Napoca; President of the Democratic Liberal Party) 1.264 National 

Head of 
state/Government 
representative 

5 BECALI (George Becali, Member of the European 
Parliament, Deputy in the Romanian Parliament) 957 National 

Politician/ 
Businessman/ Sport 
actor 

6 UDREA (Elena Udrea, Minister of Regional 
Development and Tourism) 769 National Politician 

7 VOICU (Catalin Voicu, Deputy in the Romanian 
Parliament) 723 National Politician 

8 
VOICULESCU (Dan Voiculescu, President of the 
Conservative Party; owner of Intact Media Group and of 
Antena 3 TV station) 

648 National Politician/ 
Businessman 

9 PENESCU (Cornel Penescu, investor in Football Club 
Arges) 636 National Sport actor 

10 ANTONESCU (Crin Antonescu, President of the 
National Liberal Party; President of the Senate) 629 National Politician 

11 BLEJNAR (Sorin Blejnar, President of the National 
Agency for Fiscal Administration)  601 National Government 

representative 

12 MACOVEI (Monica Macovei, Member of the European 
Parliament) 569 National Politician 

13 MORAR (Daniel Morar, Chief Prosecutor of the National 
Anticorruption Directorate) 567 National Representative of 

judicial field 

14 RIDZI (Monica Iacob-Ridzi, Minister of Youth and 
Sports; Deputy in the Romanian Parliament) 536 National Politician 

15 GEOANĂ (Mircea Geoană, President of the Social 
Democratic Party; President of the Senate) 526 National Politician 

16 BLAGA (Vasile Blaga, Minister of Internal Affairs; 
President of the Senate) 509 National Politician 

17 VÎNTU (Sorin Ovidiu Vintu, owner of the Realitatea 
Catavencu media trust) 452 National Businessman 

18 DINU (Cornel Dinu, former manager of the Dinamo 
Football Club) 408 National Sport actor 

19 ILIESCU (Ion Iliescu, honorary president of the Social 
Democratic Party) 397 National Head of state 

20 KOVESI (Codruta Kovesi, Chief Prosecutor of the 
National Anticorruption Directorate) 396 National Representative of 

judicial field 
21 APOSTU (Sorin Apostu, Mayor of Cluj Napoca) 386 National Politician 

22 POPESCU (Gica Popescu, Romanian premier League 
footballer) 363 National Sport actor 

23 DRAGOMIR (Dumitru Dragomir, President of the 
Professional Football League) 355 National Sport actor 

24 SANDU (Mircea Sandu, President of the Romanian 352 National Sport actor 
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Football Federation) 

25 SOLOMON (Antonie Solomon, Mayor of Craiova; 
Senator in the Romanian Parliament) 324 National Politician 

26 
DIACONESCU (Dan Diaconescu, founder and President 
of the Dan Diaconescu People’s Party; owner of OTV TV 
station) 

321 National Politician 

27 
FATULOIU (Dan Fatuloiu, Secretary of State, Ministry 
of Internal Affairs; Internal Affairs Attache,  Romanian 
Embassy in Rome) 

314 National Government 
representative 

28 PREDA (Cristian Preda, Member of the European 
Parliament) 310 National Politician 

29 DRAGNEA (Liviu Dragnea, Deputy in the Romanian 
Parliament; Minister of Regional Development) 301 National Politician 

30 CHELU (Catalin Chelu, businessman) 299 National Businessman 

31 ANGHEL (Gheorghe Anghel, mayor of Caracal) 295 National 
Representatives of 
Local Public 
Administration 

32 PIVNICERU (Mona Pivniceru, Minister of Justice; 
Constitutional Court judge) 272 National Representative of 

judicial field 

33 UNGUREANU (Mihai Razvan Ungureanu, Prime 
Minister of Romania) 269 National Politician 

34 STAICU (Dinel Staicu, businessman; owner of 
Universitatea Craiova Football Club) 266 National Businessman 

35 CEAUSESCU (Nicolae Ceausescu, former President of 
Communist Romania) 259 National 

Head of 
state/Government 
representative 

36 NICOLESCU (Constantin Nicolescu, President of the 
Arges County Council) 259 National 

Representatives of 
Local Public 
Administration 

37 COSTINIU (Florin Costiniu, Judge, High Court of 
Cassation and Justice) 256 National Government 

representative 

38 TĂRICEANU (Calin Popescu Tăriceanu, Prime-Minister 
of Romania) 256 National 

Head of 
state/Government 
representative 

39 PATRICIU (Dinu Patriciu, businessman; founding 
member of the National Liberal Party after 1989)   249 National Businessman 

 

The most important political parties in Romania are also the ones that appear in the news about 

corruption in the four dailies (Table 4). The reason is that the grand corruption cases present in the 

media referred to political party members. PDL was associated with Traian Băsescu, Elena Udrea, Emil 

Boc (former Prime-Minister of Romania between 2008 and 2012 and president of PDL), Vasile Blaga 

(former minister of Internal Affairs and president of PDL), Monica Iacob-Ridzi (former minister of 

Youth and Sports: while in office she financed a Youth Day event for which she was accused of 

embezzlement and abuse of office and sentenced to 5 years in prison). From the PSD, the two most 

important figures were Adrian Năstase and Victor Ponta. USL was not a political party but a political 

alliance formed in 2011 and made up of the National Liberal Party (PNL), the Conservative Party (PC) 
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and the PSD. The most resounding names of politicians associated with corruption from this political 

formation were Dan Voiculescu and Cătălin Voicu (Senator and close associate of former Romanian 

president Ion Iliescu; in 2013 he was sentenced to seven years in prison for influence peddling). PNL 

was and still is an equally influential party on the Romanian political stage. Although a smaller number 

of its members were officially investigated or indicted, there were plenty of reports in the national 

media on corruption cases at the local level involving PNL party members. By the end of 2010, 637 

political party members had been sentenced (28 corruption cases from PSD, 14 from PDL and 11 from 

PNL). 

 
Table 4 - Romania (2009-2013): Most frequent words: political parties 

Rank Names Frequency National/Inter
national 

Kind of actor/Political 
orientation 

1 PDL (Liberal Democrat Party)  3.383 National Centre Right 
2 PSD (Social Democratic Party)  2.787 National Centre Left 
3 USL (Social-Liberal Union) 1.329 National Socialist-Liberal orientation 
4 PNL (Liberal National Party)  1.094 National Right 

5 
UDMR (Democratic Union of Hungarians in 
Romania) 455 National Centre Right 

6 PC (Conservative Party)  224 National Centre Right 

7 
UNPR (National Union for the Progress of 
Romania)  163 National Centre Left 

8 PP-DD (People's Party – Dan Diaconescu) 65 National Left 
9 PCR (Communist Party of Romania)  60 National Far Left 

 
When referring to the names of the most important institutions mentioned in Table 5, three are missing: 

the Government, the Parliament and the Presidency. Although these were among the frontrunners when 

it came to keywords, we could not include them in the table because sometimes the names were generic 

and did not necessarily refer to the Government or Parliament of Romania. We therefore decided that 

these terms should be excluded so that the results of this research could be considered valid.  

Among the most frequently used institutional names present in corruption related articles from the four 

newspapers, we can mention, in equal measure, institutions that coordinate the anticorruption struggle, 

such as the National Anticorruption Directorate (DNA), the Superior Council of Magistracy (CSM) and 

the Directorate for Investigating Organized Crime and Terrorism (DIICOT), government institutions 

that participate in the judicial process by offering intelligence, such as Romanian Intelligence Service 

(SRI), External Intelligence Directorate (DIE), External Intelligence Service (SIE), as well as 

institutions involved in grand corruption cases via their representatives, such as National Agency for 
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Fiscal Administration (ANAF), Romanian Railway Services (CFR) and the Romanian Football 

Federation (FRF).  

Also worth mentioning is that the Romanian Academic Society’s (SAR) name appears in this table, a 

sign that, in the examined period, it was the most important non-governmental organization in Romania 

that initiated different anticorruption projects and put forward policy analyses which had national 

outreach. 

Table 5 - Romania (2009-2013): Most frequent words: institutions 

Rank Names Frequency National/Intern
ational Kind of actor 

1 DNA (National Anticorruption Directorate)  4.976 National Judicial field 
2 CSM (Superior Council of Magistracy)  1.032 National Judicial field 
3 SRI (Romanian Intelligence Service)  512 National Intelligence service 

4 ANAF (National Agency for Fiscal 
Administration)  477 National Government 

5 FMI (International Monetary Fund)  470 International International organization 
6 CFR (Romanian Railway Services)  458 National Government 

7 DIICOT (Directorate for Investigating 
Organized Crime and Terrorism) 328 National Judicial field 

8 FRF (Romanian Football Federation)  325 National Sport 
9 FNI (National Investment Fund)  242 National Economy 

10 LPF (Professional Football League)  208 National Sport 
11 CEDO (European Court for Human Rights)  183 International Judicial field 
12 NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization)  159 International International organization 
13 SAR (Romanian Academic Society)  136 National NGO 
14 TVR (Romanian National Television)  125 National Media 
15 DLAF (The Fight Against Fraud Department) 102 National Judicial field 
16 DIE (External Intelligence Directorate) 90 National Intelligence service 
17 SIE (External Intelligence Service)  86 National Intelligence service 
18 OTV (Television station)  78 National Media 
19 MTS (Ministry of Youth and Sport) 74 National Government 

20 IGPR (General Inspectorate of the Romanian 
Police)  69 National Police 

 
Compared to the data previously shown, Table 6 contains information that largely compliments 

previously discussed data. Although it may seem at first sight that the words presented here relate 

mostly to the international context, many of them are actually associated with the national one. For 

example, the terms “European” and “Europe” refer to corruption cases involving Romanian politicians 

who were also members of the European Parliament (see the cases of George Becali, Monica Iacob-

Ridzi and Adrian Severin). Severin, a Romanian MEP was accused in 2011 of supporting amendments 
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to European legislation in exchange for sums of money offered by British journalists as part of a media 

investigation.  

Most Romanian towns in Table 6 are associated with public officials who have been accused of 

corruption (mayor Sorin Apostu from Cluj, Constantin Nicolescu, president of the Argeş County 

Council, mayor Antonie Solomon from Craiova). 

 

Table 6 - Romania (2009-2013): Most frequent words: arenas 

Rank Names Frequency National/International 

1 ROMANIAN  2.490 National 
2 EUROPEAN  1.067 International 
3 ARGES (Romanian county) 969 National 
4 EUROPE  839 International 
5 CLUJ (Romanian city)  799 National 
6 PITESTI (Romanian city) 498 National 
7 BRASOV (Romanian city)  496 National 
8 CRAIOVA (Romanian city)  486 National 
9 GERMANY  464 International 

10 BULGARIA  464 International 
11 BRUXELLES  447 International 
12 RUSIA  440 International 
13 MOLDOVA  414 International 
14 FRANCE  408 International 
15 ITALY  386 International 
16 TIMISOARA (Romanian city)  382 National 
17 CHINA  370 International 
18 AMERICAN  319 International 
19 IASI (Romanian city)  306 National 
20 HUNGARY  249 International 
21 SIBIU (Romanian city)  239 National 
22 ILFOV (Romanian county)  230 National 
23 ALBA (Romanian county)  223 National 
24 PLOIESTI (Romanian city)  201 National 
25 POLAND  186 International 
26 GERMAN  175 International 
27 GIURGIU (Romanian city)  174 National 
28 MOSCOW  172 International 
29 UCRAINE  170 International 
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The table also shows a list of European countries that are relevant to the Romanian context. For 

example, Bulgaria, Moldova, Hungary and Ukraine are Romania’s neighbours, so the presence of news 

stories from these countries is motivated by spatial proximity. The other countries such as Germany, 

France, Poland or Italy are relevant through the political and economic ties they have with Romania 

prompted by the large number of Romanian emigrants there, as well as these countries’ influence on 

European decisions. Consequently, they are seen as Romania’s partners. Cases of corruption in these 

countries are rarely reflected in the Romanian media and appear mostly when they directly or indirectly 

affect Romania itself. 

 

4. Word associations  

 
In the news stories extracted from the abovementioned dailies, corruption is mostly associated with 

juridical (“fact”, “judge”, “case”, “investigation”, “arrest”, “prosecutor”, “court”, “penal/criminal”, 

“anticorruption”) and political terms (“party”, ”political”, “government”, “state”, “president”, 

“parliament”) (Figure 1). These words refer exclusively to the national context (“Romania” and 

“national” are two other terms present in the figure below).  

In this case, journalists use the term “corruption” in a generic fashion. Corruption is seen as a deed 

incriminated by the Romanian Penal Code and such news contain details about the legal measures 

Romania takes to cut the number of corruption cases. Also, these articles are more numerous when the 

European Union launches a new report within the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism (CVM). 

Usually, the news is complemented by various political statements, either positive or negative, aimed at 

the Government and/or Parliament. 
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Figure 1 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “corruption” 

 
 

Traian Băsescu, president of Romania, is the first official source cited in this context. Băsescu’s name 

also appears in cases where the term “corruption” refers to important cases that are under investigation. 

In his political statements, he had a habit of not only criticizing how certain cases were being handled, 

but also of rebutting political adversaries’ claims of him politicizing the justice system. In corruption-

related news, Băsescu often appears as the bullhorn of the people, putting pressure on the most 

important institutions of the judiciary. Sometimes Băsescu is also associated with important members 

of PDL who are accused of corruption (Elena Udrea, Monica Iacob-Ridzi). 

After the word “corruption”, the term most commonly used by journalists reporting on Romanian 

corruption cases is “bribe”. Referring to the context in which it appears, similarly to the word 

“corruption”, bribe is associated with the judicial field. ”Judge”, ”case”, ”investigation”, ”court”, 

”penal/criminal”, etc. are just some of the terms that appear in Figure 2 (which describes the most 

common words in relation to bribe).  

Verbs such as “to take (bribe)”, “to offer (bribe)” and “to receive (bribe)” also appear in this figure. 

These can also be framed as juridical terms, as they often appear in the prosecution’s indictment and 
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are reproduced by journalists. The only name in this figure, connected to two different areas – sports 

and economy – is businessman Cornel Penescu, financier of football team FC Argeş. He was sentenced 

to three years in prison for offering a bribe. 

 

Figure 2 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “bribe” 

 
 

In the present dataset, kickback has the same meaning as bribe. If the word “bribe” is usually 

associated with either a large sum of money or with benefits that are equal or greater in value than the 

cost of the requested service, the kickback (a slang term) has a smaller material value.  

In Figure 3, we find two new public service fields where kickback is present: medical sector and 

customs. In this sense, the word “kickback” is associated with the following terms: “medical”, 

“hospital”, “business” (in a context where services that are supposed to be free are offered at a cost 

which actually brings profit for some professional categories), “border”, “customs”, and even the term 

“police”, which refers to border police rather than generic police. News about kickback are based on 

real prosecuted cases, hence the reason why words such as “to take (kickback)”, “to receive 

(kickback)”, “arrest”, “to accuse”, “fact”, “case”, “investigation” and “prosecutor” are the most 

commonly used in relation to kickback. Unlike bribe, which can also be in the form of material goods, 
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kickback is most often in cash. The presence of the words “cash” and “lei” (the Romanian currency) 

confirms this supposition. 

Figure 3 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “kickback” 

 
 

In this context, the term kickback fits very well the concept of "petty corruption", referring to either a 

small sum of money and/or good(s) that are offered to civil servants or administrative staff working in 

public institutions so as to facilitate access to services or expedite approval of various administrative 

needs3. In Romania, petty corruption in the public sector is considered to be a widespread practice 

without of which one “cannot solve administrative problems”. Usually, citizens/customers who offer 

bribes interpret this phenomenon as a mandatory or ingrained part of a system, without placing it in the 

category of “acts of corruption”. The sectors where this kind of activity is most often encountered are 

the same as in the chart above: health, police, customs, public administration and education. 

Embezzlement is a crime with low media coverage. There are few cases reported in the media in which 

embezzlement represents a primary offense. In Figure 4, the word “embezzlement” is associated 

                                                
3 Nevertheless, corruption cases prosecuted in 2014-2015 revealed that the level of kickbacks can be staggering high, up to 
millions of Euros in cash. 
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especially with legal terms (“abuse”, “crime”, “penal”, “evasion”, “investigation”, “prosecutor”, “file”, 

“(money) laundering”, “parquet”, “court”, “arrest”, “punishment”), which describe the process of 

investigating and sanctioning the people accused of embezzlement. Three distinct cases are presented 

(Ridzi, Popa, Vîntu). Monica Iacob-Ridzi, former minister of Youth and Sports, was sentenced to five 

years in prison for abuse of office against public interests after being investigated by the Romanian 

Parliament for embezzling a large amount of money earmarked for the organization of a Youth Day 

public event. In 2013, Vasile Constantin Popa, chief prosecutor from the Public Prosecutor’s Office 

attached to the Bihor County Court, was accused and sentenced for several offences including 

blackmail, receiving bribe, abuse of office, destruction of documents and enabling the perpetrator. 

Sorin Ovidiu Vîntu, businessman and former owner of the Realitatea-Cațavencu media group, was 

sentenced to six years and four months in prison in the National Investment Fund (NIF) pilfering case 

for financial fraud through which important sums of money obtained by embezzling the NIF were 

“laundered”. 

 
Figure 4 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “embezzlement” 
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Two different domains are associated with the word “collusion”: sports (football) and politics. In 

sports’ news, this term is mainly used in a pejorative way in order to describe important football teams 

that willingly lose a game. In Figure 5 “collusion” is associated with “league”, “football”, “team”, 

“game”, “to win”, “won”, “Steaua” (one of the most popular Romanian football teams), “Dragomir” 

(Dumitru Dragomir, the president of the Romanian Professional Football League) and “Becali” 

(George Becali, the owner of Steaua, who was accused on numerous occasions of having attempted to 

bribe various teams, such as in the “Suitcase” case).  

Political collusion is understood as a (secret) deal reached between (apparently opposite) parties in 

order to obtain certain advantages, especially during electoral campaigns or with regards to various 

parliamentary decisions. Political collusion cannot be proven and constitutes neither a felony, nor an 

offence. This lack of judicial consequences is represented in the figure below by the absence of such 

terms as “prosecutor”, “court of law”, “file”, “to judge”, etc.  

Two important figures active at the national political level are more prominent: Vasile Blaga (president 

of PDL) and Elena Udrea (the Minister of Regional Development and Tourism, and a member of PDL). 

Both of them have been accused of colluding with members of the PSD and have, in turn, denounced 

other party colleagues of doing the same.  
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Figure 5 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “collusion” 

 
 

In news articles about corruption, unlike in the other figures that make reference mostly to local and 

national issues, the word “clientelism” is mainly associated with the Greek economic crisis. In Figure 

6, the terms “EU”, “budget”, “Parliament”, “program”, “fiscal”, “crises”, “Greece”, “power”, “reform”, 

“corruption”, refer to this subject. News stories criticize the way in which the EU has handled Greece’s 

problem over the years. The country used its clientelist linkages with other countries to perpetuate a 

situation that risks endangering the EU’s economic situation.  

“It’s better to be Greece, who gobbles up EU subsidies and does not genuinely develop.” (Romania 

Libera, 29 July 2010). 

“Greece leads the crowd of irresponsible nations by a wide margin.” (Romania Libera, 07 

November 2011) 

An important name present in this figure is that of Romania’s former Prime-Minister, Victor Ponta. 

One of the themes covered by the Romanian media refers to the relationships that his party, the PSD, 

developed during the electoral campaign in order to obtain various advantages for its political clients 

who contribute with significant amounts of money to the party. 
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Political clientelism (many a time associated with the term “nepotism”) does not constitute an offence. 

This is sometimes subject to public disdain via the media, yet its existence seems normal in Romanian 

society.  

 

Figure 6 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “clientelism” 

 
 

“Favouritism” is a term that almost never appears in news about corruption. This might be explained by 

its indirect association with other terms related to corruption such as “clientelism” and “nepotism”. 

Romanian news refer to this topic especially with regards to external events linked to economic 

corruption in countries such as Russia or other European states (hence the terms “Russia,” “countries”, 

“Europe”, “IMF”, “crisis”, “economy”, “trust”, “scandal” are mentioned in Figure 7). The media 

portrays Russia in light of resounding cases such as those of Mihail Hodorkovski and Boris 

Berezovski. 

Local/national reports about “favouritism” are quite rare and this term is seldom used in common 

speech. In local news reports, Romanians are portrayed only as a subcategory of European citizens 

living in a society which has severe economic and social problems (unemployment, flawed justice 
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system) and which does not benefit from the same indulgence and help given to other European 

countries seen as being favoured by EU policies.  

 

Figure 7 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “favouritism” 

 
 

Figure 8 points to the fact that the word “nepotism” has local and national connotations in Romanian 

media. Key figures associated with this term are Traian Băsescu (Romania’s former president), Elena 

Băsescu (his daughter, who won a seat in the European Parliament in 2009 with the unofficial backing 

of the PDL powerhouse,  hence the word “European” in this figure – this should not be mistaken for 

European news on nepotism) and Emil Boc (former PDL president and former Prime-Minister). If the 

election of Traian Băsescu’s daughter as a MEP was blatantly associated by the media with such terms 

as “nepotism” and “clientelism”, the case of Emil Boc was more specific. After receiving the office of 

Prime-Minister, he placed in key national-level offices people he personally knew as mayor of Cluj-

Napoca (a large Romanian city). He did not consider this to be a reproachable act by claiming that he 

had brought people whom he can trust (including his niece) into the government. 
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A new topic that seldom appeared in corruption related news was that of nepotism in the academia. 

More specifically, this refers to the practice of hiring or granting promotions based on kinship ties with 

the heads of academic institutions in both teaching and administrative offices. The so-called “family 

universities” are already considered to be a tradition in the country. However, the law on the conflict of 

interests and the investigation and prosecution of such cases handled by anticorruption entities such as 

the DNA and the National Integrity Agency (ANI) have begun to diminish this practice to a certain 

extent.  

 
Figure 8 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “nepotism” 

 
 

Figure 9 refers to the words associated with “familism”. Therefore, we find names of politicians who 

also appear in previous figures relating to clientelism and nepotism, such as Boc and Băsescu. A new 

name that appears in Figure 9 is that of former Romanian president, Ion Iliescu. His image in the media 

was and still is a rather positive one, compared to that of his successors – Emil Constantinescu and 

Traian Băsescu. The few statements he gives to the press are imbued with criticism towards 

familistic/clientelistic ties that fellow PSD party members have developed in various regions of the 
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country (see the term “local baron” associated with PSD members, especially at the county level). The 

presence of Boc and Băsescu in this category can be explained through the cases mentioned above. 

 
Figure 9 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “familism” 

 
One of the words chosen for this analysis was “to judge” (Figure 10).  Our choice was driven by the 

fact that it appeared in the top three most used terms (“political”, “corruption”, “to judge”) in news 

reports about corruption in the four reviewed news outlets. The aim of this figure was to determine the 

link between this word and the major corruption cases presented in the Romanian press.  

Most of the terms in Figure 10 are generic (“fact”, “justice”, “case”, “file”,  “to accuse”, “arrest”, 

“penal”, “decision” “prosecutor”) and predictable given the context. However, it is surprising that bribe 

is the only act of corruption incriminated in Romania, at least according to the analyzed news reports. 

Other acts of corruption, such as kickbacks, embezzlement, collusion, nepotism, clientelism and 

familisim, although chastised by the press, only become subject of criminal investigation in exceptional 

cases. The association of the word “to judge” with two of the most important Romanian institutions 
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that tackle corruption – the DNA and the CSM – denotes the fact that corruption is considered to be a 

punishable offence and is prosecuted accordingly.   

 

Figure 10 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “judge” 

 
 

The second chosen word was the name of now former president, Traian Băsescu. The association 

between Băsescu and the term corruption, as shown in Figure 11, was of interest to us because, during 

his tenure, he placed particular focus on supervising the workings of the judicial process. He was very 

vocal in reacting to and criticizing the prosecution of major corruption cases. The case of Adrian 

Năstase, former Prime-Minister and competitor in the 2004 presidential elections against Băsescu, who 

was sentenced to jail for corruption, is a clear example. Năstase claimed that his were politically 

motivated cases, behind which stood Băsescu. 

Other words associated with Băsescu (“party”, “Ponta”, “Geoană”, “Antonescu”, “PNL”, “PSD”, 

“PDL”, “Blaga”, “state”, “Cotroceni”, “president”, “USL”, “political”, “elections”) are most likely 

connected to his political activity and reflect to a small degree the issue of corruption. 
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Figure 11 - Romania (2009-2013): Words most often associated with keyword “Basescu” 

 
 

5. Evolution over time 

 
From 2009 to 2013, in the four reviewed newspapers, only the most important corruption cases were 

presented. News pertaining to these cases appeared as the prosecutors brought them to court and their 

content was made public. The peaks, meaning the moments when the most important news reports on 

these cases were published, were: the first half of 2009, the first half of 2011, and the first half of 2012. 

The high media coverage was mainly due to the notoriety of those convicted for corruption, as well as 

due to the novelty of the offences. Among those with notoriety are Adrian Năstase, Adrian Severin, 

George Becali, Decebal Traian Remeş and Ioan Avram Mureşan.  

George Becali, former owner of Steaua football club and MEP from 2009, was arrested in the 

“Suitcase” case and accused of giving a bribe (1.7 million euro) to players of another football team in 

order to buy the results of a game. The money was transported in a suitcase that the DNA prosecutors 

intercepted in a restaurant in Cluj-Napoca (the city where the game was held), where the 
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representatives of the team were waiting for the results in order to decide if they will provide the 

money or not. In 2013, Becali was convicted and sentenced to a three year prison term. 

Similarly high news coverage was given to the Adrian Severin scandal. In 2011, he became the 

headline of British media after he promised two undercover journalists from the British Sunday times, 

posing as lobbyists, that he will support various amendments in the European Parliament benefiting 

commercial entities that the journalists were pretending to represent, for the sum of 100.000 euro. The 

press admonished Severin’s actions especially after he refused to resign from his MEP seat and give up 

his PSD membership. The European Parliament opened its own investigation into Severin’s activities, 

and had his office sealed. The case went to court in September 2015. 

Adrian Năstase, former Romanian Prime-Minister, was by far the Romanian politician who received 

the most media exposure as a result of his conviction. In 2012 he was irrevocably sentenced to two 

years in prison in the “Trofeul calitaţii” case. He had been accused of continuously taking bribes from 

companies receiving public procurement contracts. The accusation claimed that he financed his 2004 

presidential campaign with “taxes” paid by these companies. On the very day he was supposed to be 

transported to the penitentiary under a police guard, Năstase tried to kill himself by shooting himself in 

the neck. The press covered the entire process of incarceration from the moment he was removed from 

his house on a stretcher and taken to the hospital for surgery and until he entered the prison gates a few 

days later. In 2014, Năstase received another conviction for four years for a new corruption case, 

known as the “Zambaccian” case. 

The case of the two former ministers of agriculture, Decebal Traian Remeș and Ioan Avram Mureșan, 

who were intercepted by the intelligence services while receiving a bribe from a businessman, became 

known after the public TV station ran the transaction footage. On the basis of this footage, the DNA 

began criminal investigations against the two for influence peddling in favour of a company so as to 

facilitate its win of a public procurement contract. This was to be done in exchange for a luxury car, 

various food products (sausages and plum brandy) and 15.000 euro. In 2012 the two were convicted 

and sentenced to three years in jail each.  
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Figure 12 – Romania (2009-2013): Number of news articles per semester 

(and main cases) 

 
 

In the newspapers under scrutiny, only three words appear quite frequently: “corruption”, “bribe” and 

“kickback”. The fact that the other six terms that describe corrupt acts are absent from the journalists’ 

vocabulary can be explained by the fact that these are not criminalized by the Romanian Penal Code.  

Romanian journalists tend to focus more on the big corruption cases, in which the words “corruption” 

and “bribe” are frequently used. 

In Figure 13 we can see a discrepancy between the way news is being presented in the higher quality 

dailies (România Liberă and Jurnalul Naţional) versus the way they are presented in specialized daily 

newspapers (the tabloid Libertatea and the economic focused publication Ziarul Financiar). The latter 

have a limited interest in subjects pertaining to corruption due to their orientation. Usually, corruption 

cases have no entertainment value and, thus, paradoxically, the readers have no interest in them. 

Nonetheless, the cases that receive the highest visibility in the daily newspapers, out of those formerly 

mentioned, were cases containing unusual elements such as Adrian Năstase’s suicide attempt following 

his sentencing and George Becali’s suitcase packed with 1.7 million euro. 
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Figure 13 – Romania (2009-2013): frequencies of the main keywords per news outlet 

 
 

Regular daily newspapers usually tackle any subject related to corruption as long as it involves heads of 

private or public institutions. As shown in Figure 14, the peak of corruption related news was in the 

first semesters of 2011 and 2012. In 2011, Adrian Severin was under investigation by the EU 

Parliament for possible bribery charges, and in 2012 Adrian Năstase was convicted for corruption. 
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Figure 14 – Romania (2009-2013): frequencies of the main keywords per time 

 
 

6. Differences between news outlets 
 

The newspaper that published the most corruption related articles (1.984 in total) was România Liberă. 

They retrieved most of the information about corruption cases that were on trial at local and national 

levels, regardless of who the defendants were (teachers, doctors, judges, politicians or prime-ministers). 

Next in line was Jurnalul Naţional, which published a similarly large number of corruption pieces 

(1.508 in total). The content of these two news outlets was usually critical mainly towards president 

Traian Băsescu, who was accused of tampering with the justice system, especially in the case of Adrian 

Năstase.  

The other two dailies – Libertatea (680 pieces) and Ziarul Financiar (524 pieces) only focused on 

corruption related news if it entailed important political or social figures. These news reports were 

considerably shorter and highly influenced by the news agencies’ specific types.  
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Figure 15 – Romania (2009-2013): number of articles per news outlet 

 
 

In the four newspapers (România Liberă, Jurnalul Național, Libertatea and Ziarul Financiar) there is a 

heightened interest for the big corruption cases prosecuted in Romania from 2009 to 2013 (please see 

Table 7 to Table 10 in the Annex to this report). General daily newspapers (România Liberă and 

Jurnalul Național) tended to politicize these cases, contrary to Libertatea and Ziarul Financiar. At the 

same time, the latter two tended to avoid news about administrative corruption (also considered petty 

corruption), which the former presented in great detail. All of them, however, are especially interested 

in local or national level news about grand or petty corruption cases. International cases of corruption 

are seldom presented in România Liberă and Ziarul Financiar, and are totally absent from the pages of 

Libertatea and Jurnalul Național. 

Jurnalul Național, a centre-left publication that mainly targets to PSD supporters, has a company 

policy aimed at disparaging the country’s then president Traian Băsescu, his “acolytes”, the members 

of PDL, or anyone who was in office thanks to him, such as Elena Udrea, Laura Codruţa Kovesi (the 

country’s Attorney General at the time), Daniel Morar (the DNA Chief Prosecutor at the time) and 
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Emil Boc. They are all depicted as threats to the justice system and some of them (Băsescu, Udrea and 

Boc) are considered to be the most corrupt Romanian politicians.  

Throughout Băsescu’s term in office, Jurnalul Naţional developed and maintained an anti-Băsescu 

editorial policy. 

“No more than two weeks ago, the Romanian Parliament suspended President Traian Basescu, a 

former sea captain, collaborator with the Securitate (Romanian secret police) before the 1989 

Revolution that ended the reign of the communist leader Nicolae Ceausescu. Basescu has faced 

accusations of corruption, misappropriation of voting results and indecent behaviour after winning 

his first term as president, in 2004.”[JN, 2nd semester, 2012] 

“We cannot victimize Traian Basescu for the sake of defending him. He is still a man who is 

politically strong enough. No, where do you see a political strongman? I see no political 

strongman.”[JN, 2nd semester, 2009] 

 

These were attacks directed towards the president even in news pieces about corruption cases that did 

not involve him directly. Examples of this policy were visible in the three scandals that the newspaper 

followed excessively and tied to Băsescu’s name. These were the cases involving Ionel Manţog, PDL 

member and former secretary of state in the Ministry of Economy in 2006, accused of abuse of office 

in a case of “luxury displacement” (he bought cheap land in areas he knew were going to be 

expropriated and, consequently, received damages amounting to 200.000 euro), Sorin Blejnar, former 

head of the National Fiscal Administration Agency (ANAF) who ordered various investigations against 

TV stations belonging to the Intact Media Group, the group that owned Jurnalul Naţional. The latter 

was presented as being Băsescu’s “acolyte” who followed orders to investigate the Intact group, as well 

as a felon (in a case of tax evasion involving petroleum projects in which the state incurred damages of 

56 million euro) even before he was sentenced.  

The third scandal refers to the Bute Gala case, which involved Elena Udrea, former Minister of 

Regional Development and Tourism, and Rudel Obreja, former president of the Romanian Boxing 

Federation. A close acquaintance of Băsescu, Udrea was charged on multiple counts of receiving 

bribes, abuse in office, money laundering and other offences resulting in facilitating access to various 

public contracts. As can be seen in Table 7, the image of corruption in Romania is depicted by Jurnalul 

Naţional as being exclusively associated with Traian Băsescu’s name. 
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“The only reason that Elena Udrea, for example, is not in jail is that Basescu provides her with 

[political] immunity.”[JN, 2nd semester, 2011] 

“Traian Basescu’s Government is full of henchmen, acquaintances and cronies close to PDL and 

PSD’s local barons. To them we can add friends, collaborators and relatives of Prime Minister 

Boc, PSD and PDL leaders and the Head of State.” [JN, 1st semester, 2009] 

 

România Liberă, a right-wing daily newspaper, has a more or less balanced editorial policy regarding 

corruption in comparison to Jurnalul Național. In Table 9, we see that the newspaper has a higher 

interest in corruption cases involving PSD/USL (Victor Ponta, Constantin Nicolescu – PSD member 

and Argeş County Council President, Dan Voiculescu, Liviu Dragnea - PSD’s interim president, 

Adrian Năstase, Ion Iliescu). Unlike Jurnalul Naţional, România Liberă does not resort to personal 

attacks, yet the selective character of the news is usually to the detriment of PSD/USL.  

România Liberă is probably the only newspaper that, at times, focuses on international corruption cases 

as well. We find several references to the grand corruption cases in Russia involving Gazprom and the 

KGB. The articles underline the negative effects of the Russian presence on the European energy 

market (corruption being one of them). 

Libertatea is a tabloid with an unclear political orientation, catering to a vast public that has medium 

level education. Its editorial agenda does not usually include corruption oriented news. Nevertheless, 

the small number of articles indicates that it does have some interest in this topic. Table 8 presents a 

small number of terms encountered in the newspaper’s articles which related exclusively to the area of 

sports (football). The case that received the most attention in Libertatea was that of George Becali, 

former owner of Steaua football club and former MEP that served almost 2 years of jail time for 

various counts of corruption. 

Cornel Penescu, former owner of the FC Argeş football team, was also of interest for the newspaper 

when he was accused and convicted for bribing various referees and officials of the Romanian Football 

Federation in order for them to favour his team. 

Ziarul Financiar, just as Libertatea, focused its attention exclusively on issues of interest for its target 

audience. Being a newspaper that focuses on economic aspects, with an educated and specialized 

public and a nation-wide distribution, some cases were presented only if they affected the national 

economy. Such were the cases of Rompetrol that involved businessman Dinu Patriciu (accused of 

embezzlement, money laundering, association to commit offences, and capital market manipulation), 
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the case of Sorin Ovidiu Vîntu (convicted for financial fraud) and the “Carpatica” case (in which 

multiple businessmen are under investigation for financial fraud in connection to an insurance 

company) (Table 10).  

 

7. Remarks on the influence that the political, judicial and socio-cultural systems have on the 

manner in which corruption is portrayed in Romanian media 

 

The political system has great influence on the manner in which the Romanian media’s agenda is 

formed. The reason is that the media is mainly financed via political channels and that decision making 

itself is heavily politically influenced. Therefore, regardless of the journalistic field, political 

interference is very difficult to avoid. 

This situation evolved in this manner because of the lack of independent financing sources, which is an 

especially prevalent problem for local media outlets4. Sometimes, the editorial policy of politically 

financed newspapers does not allow in-depth coverage of corruption stories via investigations or 

journalistic analyses. Consequently, corruption is most commonly covered through short news stories 

or articles focusing on specific, punctual cases. There have been instances where corruption cases were 

ignored because they would have exposed information which would have been detrimental to the image 

of politicians who were (in)direct sponsors of those news outlets (see, for example, the case of Dan 

Voiculescu). In such cases, news articles focus only on the conclusions extracted from judicial 

investigations, information from the indictments or court proceedings updates. The topic of corruption 

is more freely debated on online media, but the influence of so-called „commentators” (individuals 

who are paid to engage in the online conversation and post artificial points of view which support 

especially political interest groups and negate the facts or merits of the news piece) is more and more 

visible. This is a tactic used by multiple governments which has been exposed and documented in the 

past five years5. 

                                                
4 Avădani, Ioana, Lupu, Cristina, 2015. Starea sectorului mass-media din România în 2014 - Vulnerabilităţi și posibile 
soluţii [The State of the Media in Romania in 2014 – Vulnerabilities and Possible Solutions], Center for Independent 
Journalism (CJI), CENTRAS, Bucharest, available at: http://www.cji.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Mass-media-in-
2014.pdf. Accessed on May 9, 2015. 
5 Kelly, Sanja et al., 2013. Freedom on the Net 2013. A Global Assessment of Internet and Digital Media, Freedom House, 
available at https://freedomhouse.org/sites/default/files/resources/FOTN%202013%20Summary%20of%20Findings.pdf. 
Accessed on May 9, 2015.  
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Coverage of corruption stories from a judicial point of view is limited by the Romanian law system (for 

example, the Law on access to public information which has many provisions on classified 

information) which does not allow the media to have access to information pertaining to ongoing 

investigations or court proceedings. Indictments, which are used in the vast majority of corruption 

related news stories, become fully public after the trials have ended. However, sometimes information 

from an ongoing investigation is leaked to the press and/or is used as a pressure factor against various 

political opponents. These pieces of news represent the main source in the formation of a social 

representation of corruption. 

The media sometimes portrays corruption as a social phenomenon that has the potential of becoming an 

important barrier in Romania’s overall economic and social development. A case in point would be the 

recent social protests – ignited by the 2015 club fire accident which left over 60 people dead and over 

100 injured – during which the main critique was directed towards the entire political class, perceived 

as the one responsible for having tolerated the existence of corruption in all spheres of life. In this 

sense, the main slogan during the protests was “Corruption kills!” 

The society-press relationship is mostly interdependent. The press adopts social stereotypes or 

tendencies which, in this case, refer to an attitude of tolerance, acceptance and even justification of 

petty and medium-level corruption in public administration, education, the medical system etc. 

Conversely, the press forms/educates a critical attitude towards grand corruption since this has become 

a major talking point and topic of national debate before and after Romania’s EU accession when this 

issue was blamed for the country’s setbacks on its European path.  

 

8. Final remarks 

 
The most frequently used words found in the 4.628 reviewed press articles of the four newspapers 

(România Liberă, Jurnalul Național, Libertatea and Ziarul Financiar) used for this report were: 

“corruption”, “bribe” and “kickback”. Six other terms (“embezzlement”, “collusion”, “favoritism”, 

“nepotism”, “clientelism” and “familism”) were rarely used in the news reflecting corruption in 

Romania. One explanation might be that these occurrences are very hard to prove and are not 

incriminated by the Penal Code; those investigated on corruption charges are seldom indicted for these 

acts. 
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The most resounding names associated with the term “corruption” are representative of just three 

domains: politics, sports and economy. Traian Băsescu, Adrian Năstase, and Victor Ponta were the 

most visible political figures in corruption related articles published by these newspapers. The most 

important political parties in Romania were also the ones that frequently appearedin the dailies. 

News articles about corruption almost exclusively referred to the domestic or national context. Most of 

the corruption related articles focused on five cases: Trofeul Calităţii and Zambaccian (involving 

Adrian Năstase), the corruption case involving Adrian Severin, the Suitcase case (involving George 

Becali) and the onei nvolving Decebal Traian Remeș and Ioan Avram Mureșan. Most news articles 

were published in România Liberă (1.984) and Jurnalul Național (1.508). The specialized newspapers 

(Libertatea and Ziarul Financiar) contained far less corruption related material and chose to focus on 

details specific to their type of readership. The general newspapers (România Liberă, Jurnalul 

Național) tended to politicize corruption cases more than the specialized ones. Specialized newspapers 

avoided news on administrative corruption (considering them minor), but the general ones presented 

such cases in detail. All news outlets under examination were especially interested in local and national 

topics that dealt with the major and minor cases of corruption.  

There was little international news about corruption (România Liberă, Ziarul Financiar) or none at all 

(Jurnalul Național, Libertatea). Jurnalul Național associated corruption in Romania with the image of 

former president Traian Băsescu. România Liberă focused its attention mainly on corruption scandals 

involving PSD/USL members. Libertatea presented cases belonging exclusively to the realm of sports. 

Ziarul Financiar was interested only in those corruption cases that had an impact on the Romanian 

economy. The relatively low number of articles/investigations on corruption can be explained by the 

fact that there are a few journalists who specialize on the topic of corruption as a phenomenon. 

Therefore, corruption is not a theme in itself but an integral part of news stories covered by journalists 

who usually focus on other fields (criminal justice system, health, education, police, etc.). 
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Appendix 

News outlets’ featuring characteristics 

(Words featuring in a news outlet compared to all the other newspapers) 

 

Table 7 - Specificities of the News Outlet “Jurnalul National” 
 

JURNALUL NATIONAL (2009-2013) 
OVER-USED   WORDS  UNDER-USED WORDS 

WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛  WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛ 
BASESCU  2557 4581 55,82 1039,98  PSD                  553 2787 19,84 230,05               
MANTOG  232 245 94,69 414,26  ROMANIA              2406 9083 26,49 194,96               
BLEJNAR  432 601 71,88 400,76  VOICU                74 723 10,24 174,23               
OBREJA           130 138 94,20 229,60  PONTA                454 2106 21,56 132,52               
UDREA  428 769 55,66 171,70  BUSINESS             1019 4049 25,17 123,10               
DNA            2088 4976 41,96 165,30  SEVERIN              78 609 12,81 115,94               
GORJ  160 221 72,40 151,33  RUSSIA                44 440 10,00 108,18               
CRIME      673 1387 48,52 143,14  PARTY             1156 4361 26,51 92,84                
KOVESI  238 396 60,10 127,19  CHINA                38 370 10,27 88,87                
DLAF           86 102 84,31 119,00  NICOLESCU            16 259 06,18 86,19                
PROSECUTOR          2437 6107 39,91 117,37  ANRP                 15 250 06,00 84,29                
COTROCENI            192 311 61,74 112,48  GOVERNMENT             1554 5609 27,71 81,47                
MORAR                306 567 53,97 108,12  VINTU                65 452 14,38 73,39                
RCS&RDS              121 183 66,12 88,23  PARLIAMENT           1028 3812 26,97 70,63                
COURT          887 2058 43,10 87,56  USL                  301 1329 22,65 68,87                
LPF               133 208 63,94 87,38  FNI                  20 242 08,26 68,65                
HAINEALA             73 97 75,26 76,51  MAGISTRATE           336 1432 23,46 63,37                
BOX                  59 72 81,94 76,37  COSTINIU             29 256 11,33 55,99                
ANAF                248 477 51,99 74,33  OLTCHIM              15 178 08,43 49,84                
DRAGOMIR             195 355 54,93 74,16  EUROPEAN             218 960 22,71 49,19                
PAPICI               85 121 70,25 73,97  UDMR                 82 455 18,02 48,27                
NASTASIU             54 65 83,08 72,20  CORRUPTION         1839 6286 29,26 48,25                
DUMITRESCU           98 154 63,64 63,41  PETROMSERVICE        3 113 02,65 47,97                
BUTE                 75 110 68,18 59,92  BRIBE               965 3416 28,25 40,51                
IGAS                 104 171 60,82 57,90  BUSINESS             22 189 11,64 40,17                
PORUMBOIU            65 93 69,89 55,76  SAR                  11 136 08,09 39,12                
CHELARU              38 44 86,36 55,55  ARREST             880 3125 28,16 38,35                
FACALEATA            81 127 63,78 52,78  ILIESCU              75 397 18,89 37,48                
ICCJ              48 63 76,19 51,93  GREECE             55 318 17,30 37,00                
COURT          602 1433 42,01 48,04  PNL                  271 1094 24,77 36,48                
CSAT           73 115 63,48 46,85  VOSGANIAN            15 146 10,27 35,05                
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PROSECUTION      444 1043 42,57 39,64  PIVNICERU            45 272 16,54 34,67                
BOC                  526 1264 41,61 38,57  MAZARE               15 144 10,42 34,15                
TAROM                47 70 67,14 35,89  MONEY                938 3280 28,60 33,79                
PENAL                1271 3329 38,18 34,56  CORRUPT          196 822 23,84 33,62                
CNADNR   81 144 56,25 33,87  EU                 389 1480 26,28 33,54                
FACT               1706 4561 37,40 33,31  GEOANA               114 526 21,67 32,43                
THEFT         30 39 76,92 33,25  ACCUSED              1320 4487 29,42 31,74                
COCOS                34 47 72,34 32,08  MITREA               15 138 10,87 31,45                
CNAS               39 58 67,24 29,91  CHELU                55 299 18,39 30,20                
RIDZI                235 536 43,84 26,40  LOCIC                16 135 11,85 28,14                

 

Table 8 - Specificities of the News Outlet “Libertatea” 
 

LIBERTATEA (2009-2013) 
OVER-USED   WORDS  UNDER-USED WORDS 

WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛  WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛ 
BECALI               267 957 27,90 938,64  ROMANIA              190 9083 02,09 199,13               
KICKBACK 335 1640 20,43 716,46  GOVERNMENT 85 5609 01,52 168,58               
BRIBE 539 3416 15,78 710,88  POLITICAL 176 7624 02,31 146,09               
JAIL 124 349 35,53 614,20  PUBLIC 90 4538 01,98 105,76               
ARREST 471 3125 15,07 564,35  BASESCU              104 4581 02,27 89,78                
OWNER 125 377 33,16 562,93  PONTA                27 2106 01,28 70,90                
REFEREE 190 779 24,39 543,86  JUSTICE 97 3781 02,57 60,92                
STEAUA               114 344 33,14 513,02  STATE 30 2003 01,50 60,62                
PENESCU              155 636 24,37 443,09  PARTY 128 4361 02,94 53,38                
MATCH 88 248 35,48 435,08  CONTRACT 77 3047 02,53 50,39                
FOOTBALL 204 1228 16,61 298,05  EU                 19 1480 01,28 49,77                
COLLUSION 78 270 28,89 288,54  PDL                  95 3383 02,81 45,68                
UEFA                 57 163 34,97 276,24  CSM                  7 1032 00,68 45,53                
POLICE           373 3074 12,13 268,08  USL                  17 1329 01,28 44,78                
DINAMO               63 206 30,58 253,09  EUROPEAN          33 1784 01,85 44,77                
SANDU                85 352 24,15 239,44  PNL                  18 1094 01,65 30,66                
ACCUSE           472 4487 10,52 225,45  MINISTRY 14 888 01,58 25,79                
BARS          53 177 29,94 206,54  PREMIER 18 969 01,86 24,20                
PANDURII             23 41 56,10 204,48  PRESIDENT 50 1774 02,82 23,75                
LEAGUE              107 584 18,32 188,37  PSD                  95 2787 03,41 22,42                
HAGI                 26 56 46,43 182,85  VOICULESCU           8 648 01,23 22,30                
FRF                  72 325 22,15 176,45  ANTONESCU            8 629 01,27 21,26                
DETAINED              99 547 18,10 170,37  ELECTORAL           7 582 01,20 20,33                
SEVERIN              103 609 16,91 155,81  MEDIA                10 646 01,55 19,04                
BALASESCU            24 57 42,11 148,92  BULGARIA             4 464 00,86 18,92                
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SOLOMON              67 324 20,68 146,23  POWER        4 422 00,95 16,57                
COPOS                25 64 39,06 140,61  RUSSIA                7 440 01,59 12,68                
BORDER 79 436 18,12 136,23  SCHENGEN             12 572 02,10 12,43                
CUSTOMS 
OFFICERS 

36 125 28,80 132,56  PROSECUTION           31 1043 02,97 12,37                

VOICU                108 723 14,94 126,77  MACOVEI              12 569 02,11 12,29                
EURO                 559 6522 08,57 124,63  FMI                  9 470 01,91 11,36                
BORCEA               30 101 29,70 115,55  COMMUNIST            2 258 00,78 10,92                
VLAS                 31 108 28,70 113,59  USA              17 659 02,58 10,49                
MARANGOS             14 27 51,85 113,03  ILIESCU              7 397 01,76 10,44                
MARICA               22 63 34,92 106,41  GEOANA               12 526 02,28 10,21                
DETENTION           39 165 23,64 106,17  ESTATE             156 3670 04,25 10,14                
DRAGOMIR             63 355 17,75 104,49  TARICEANU            3 256 01,17 9,07                 

 

Table 9 - Specificities of the News Outlet “Romania Libera” 
 

ROMANIA LIBERA (2009-2013) 
OVER-USED   WORDS  UNDER-USED WORDS 

WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛  WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛ 
PARTY             2720 4361 62,37 408,16  BLEJNAR              53 601 08,82 353,96               
PSD                  1829 2787 65,63 383,71  BASESCU              1583 4581 34,56 291,00               
ROMANIA              5145 9083 56,64 332,48  ANAF                 97 477 20,34 137,37               
PONTA                1372 2106 65,15 275,03  MARKET              386 1253 30,81 133,93               
USL                  913 1329 68,70 248,55  PENESCU              155 636 24,37 132,14               
POLITICAL 4215 7624 55,29 204,98  ANRP                 28 250 11,20 129,47               
PARLIAMENT 2224 3812 58,34 193,11  FOOTBALL           383 1228 31,19 125,17               
MAGISTRATE 921 1432 64,32 170,09  OBREJA               2 138 01,45 115,53               
JUDGE 3445 6234 55,26 166,46  BUSINESS             23 189 12,17 92,67                
NICOLESCU            222 259 85,71 154,86  VÂNTU                39 240 16,25 91,80                
VOICULESCU           456 648 70,37 140,64  ROMPETROL            37 233 15,88 91,27                
JUSTICE        2144 3781 56,70 139,72  LPF                  38 208 18,27 69,49                
PNL                  695 1094 63,53 118,29  DRAGOMIR             93 355 26,20 62,38                
CSM                  660 1032 63,95 117,44  PORUMBOIU            6 93 06,45 61,73                
COURT              1705 2994 56,95 116,26  BUTE                 11 110 10,00 60,83                
PIVNICERU            216 272 79,41 113,85  TAROM                2 70 02,86 55,04                
PDL                  1903 3383 56,25 113,46  MINISTRY          562 1485 37,85 51,31                
ANTONESCU            423 629 67,25 102,33  BNR                  26 147 17,69 51,11                
ANTI-
CORRUPTION 

979 1652 59,26 97,84  BRD                  5 74 06,76 48,39                

INTEGRITY      256 350 73,14 95,15  COLLUSION                71 270 26,30 46,99                
ILIESCU              283 397 71,28 93,06  BOX                  5 72 06,94 46,64                
CORRUPT 521 822 63,38 87,29  PETROM               55 224 24,55 45,79                
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CORRUPTION 3328 6286 52,94 85,87  DLAF                 14 102 13,73 45,65                
COSTINIU             194 256 75,78 84,41  BORCEA               14 101 13,86 44,84                
UDMR                 306 455 67,25 74,04  CFR                  150 458 32,75 37,96                
RUSIA                297 440 67,50 73,37  BOC                  487 1264 38,53 37,47                
MACOVEI              361 569 63,44 60,88  KOVESI               129 396 32,58 33,63                
SRI                  326 512 63,67 56,31  CRIME 549 1387 39,58 31,65                
MOSCOW           130 172 75,58 55,92  CNAS                 6 58 10,34 31,48                
DRAGNEA              206 301 68,44 54,91  COTROCENI            98 311 31,51 30,41                
PRISON 858 1524 56,30 51,59  CNADNR               35 144 24,31 30,08                
COUNTY 358 578 61,94 50,95  ICCJ                 8 63 12,70 29,96                
NECOLAICIUC          78 93 83,87 50,42  OMV                  12 75 16,00 29,15                
GAZPROM              85 104 81,73 50,00  ISARESCU             7 57 12,28 27,77                
NASTASE              1200 2197 54,62 49,67  ALBITA               5 50 10,00 27,65                
SAR                  105 136 77,21 49,41  ALRO                 2 39 05,13 27,60                
KGB                  52 56 92,86 47,02  PRISON       33 134 24,63 27,21                
CONVICT           859 1562 54,99 38,90  BRIBE                1461 3416 42,77 26,00                
FENECHIU             114 159 71,70 38,55  FATULOIU             103 314 32,80 25,84                
FRUNZAVERDE          69 86 80,23 37,85  FLEET              12 70 17,14 25,25                
PRIGOANA             108 152 71,05 34,95  BMW                  6 50 12,00 24,75                

 

Table 10 - Specificities of the News Outlet “Ziarul Financiar” 
 

ZIARUL FINANCIAR (2009-2013) 
OVER-USED   WORDS  UNDER-USED WORDS 

WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛  WORD SUB TOT PERC CHI˛ 
ANRP                 207 250 82,80 977,82  JUDGE               328 6234 05,26 400,85               
BUSINESS             140 189 74,07 563,44  DNA                  280 4976 05,63 293,71               
GOVERNMENT 1338 5609 23,85 446,84  PROSECUTOR           435 6107 07,12 244,08               
BUSINESS 967 4049 23,88 324,11  BASESCU              337 4581 07,36 170,82               
ECONOMIC 265 705 37,59 323,15  PENAL                211 3329 06,34 164,59               
ROMPETROL            122 233 52,36 282,92  BRIBE 55 1640 03,35 155,72               
VANTU                124 240 51,67 280,96  POLICE 197 3074 06,41 149,20               
GREECE 129 318 40,57 184,94  CSM                  16 1032 01,55 133,73               
FINANCES 113 266 42,48 177,86  JUSTICE 292 3781 07,72 125,94               
BNR                  75 147 51,02 166,21  PARTY 357 4361 08,19 124,83               
VOSGANIAN            73 146 50,00 156,09  MAGISTRATE 61 1432 04,26 113,91               
CARPATICA            29 35 82,86 137,10  COURT 219 2994 07,31 112,93               
PETROM               92 224 41,07 135,28  BECALI               21 957 02,19 111,57               
HIDROELECTRICA       100 263 38,02 125,01  FACT               399 4561 08,75 106,78               
POLAND 77 186 41,40 115,06  NASTASE              145 2197 06,60 101,31               
FMI                  146 470 31,06 112,50  VOICULESCU           6 648 00,93 92,54                
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CHINA                119 370 32,16 100,37  ARREST                261 3125 08,35 84,41                
BCR                  32 58 55,17 81,14  FOOTBALL 62 1228 05,05 82,58                
ASE                  23 34 67,65 80,81  ANTI-

CORRUPTION 
108 1652 06,54 77,44                

VLADESCU             33 62 53,23 78,72  FILE 635 6197 10,25 74,83                
BRD                  36 74 48,65 73,28  LEAGUE 10 584 01,71 73,71                
EUROPE            202 839 24,08 69,70  MORAR                9 567 01,59 73,02                
CFR                  126 458 27,51 68,60  REFEREE          27 779 03,47 72,39                
LOCIC                51 135 37,78 62,86  PDL                  306 3383 09,05 70,54                
BURCI                22 38 57,89 60,43  COURT          95 1433 06,63 65,53                
ROMGAZ               33 77 42,86 52,85  MACOVEI              13 569 02,28 65,31                
BELGIUM               23 45 51,11 51,13  JAIL 1 349 00,29 54,80                
CARABULEA            33 79 41,77 50,21  POLITICAL 848 7624 11,12 54,67                
POSDRU               28 65 43,08 45,30  UDREA                37 769 04,81 54,46                
PATRICIU             71 249 28,51 43,06  JAIL         117 1524 07,68 51,43                
GDP 19 37 51,35 42,59  FRF                  1 325 00,31 50,88                
VARUJAN              29 72 40,28 40,96  COURT 178 2058 08,65 49,92                
FRANCE             102 408 25,00 40,43  CRIME 104 1387 07,50 49,46                
FNI                  66 242 27,27 34,97  USL                  98 1329 07,37 49,20                
ANAF                 111 477 23,27 33,50  DRAGOMIR             4 355 01,13 49,15                
OMV                  27 75 36,00 29,88  SENTENCE             125 1562 08,00 47,47                
ING                  15 33 45,45 26,92  STEAUA               5 344 01,45 45,25                
BERD                 18 46 39,13 23,93  PARLAMENT 392 3812 10,28 45,09                
UCRAINE            46 170 27,06 23,78  JUDICIARY 75 1044 07,18 40,87                
ENERGY           21 58 36,21 23,55  VOICU                43 723 05,95 39,39                
PLACINTA             21 60 35,00 21,78  TRIBUNAL             91 1158 07,86 36,88                
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